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Spring came back and introduced us to
summer...utnecessary, because we hadmet
her before...and once again we felt theslow
slip of time stealing away...who is the
robber?...Sometimes we must pick-pocket
our dreams and look to someone else for
the answer...Shakespeare said "all the
world is a stage and we are the players"...
as the curtain goes up for us...we find our
lines are not yet perfect...our motions are
not sure...where do we go?ø&bok,to yoïr
soul . &*à.; ,,''" à
trï
and suddenly it happens...you want to
stop everything for just a moment and be
alone...the sounds of silence...its beautiful
...you're far away, just for one wonderful
moment...then you come back and start
living again...as you walk and talk on your
way to your next class.
S enior Class
¡t"r
Class Sponsor: Dr. John Scott
Friends, peace, and Campbell's soup.
Faculty Sponsor: Mrs. Mary Willis
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Sharon Lou Amey
" Sherry''
What I must do, not what people think is
all that concerns me.
Sandra Kay Ames
"Sandy"
Joy is not in things, it is in us.
Nancy Louise Antoine
''Toni "
Hope is like the sun, which, as we journey
toward it, casts the shadow of our burden
behind us.
Georgia Ann Barber
"Georgia"
In order to live creativelyandmeaningfully,
our self-concern must be wedded to con-
cern for others.
Cynthia Owens Blitch
" Cindy''
People are lonely because they build walls
instead of bridges.
Frances Joanna Baxter
"Fran"
The door to the human heart can be opened
only from the inside.
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Shelly Victoria Bloker
' 'Shelly' '
Not just live and let live, but live and help
live.
Linda Dolores Burkhardt
"Burkhardt"
Florence, where are you?
Deborah Thurston Cannon
" Debbie''
The smile on your face is the tight in the
window that tells people you are at home.
Donna Mae Camden
''Dorìna"
Never look back, always look forward, and
never, never feel sad about what is over.
Cheryl Grove Booker
"Sherry"
Lord, make me a blessing
today.
to someone
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Darcel Bourdo
"Darcel"
I do my thing, and you do your thing-I'm
not in this world to live up to your expec-
tations and you are not in this world to live
up to mine. You are you and I am I, and if
by chance we find each other, it'sbeautiful.
Mary Virginia Chadwick
"Mary"
The Lord is my light and my salvation;
whom shall I fear? The Lord isthestrength
of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?
Susan Marie Casey
"Sue"
There is no better exercise forstrengthen-
ing the heart than reaching down and lifting
people up.
Marsha Jean Cook
"Marsha"
rWhen darkness comes andpain is all around,
Like a bridge over troubled water, I will
lay me down.
Nikki Durden Crawford
"Susan"
Let me live in my house by the side of the
road and be a friend to man.
Maria Anne Curry
"Micky"
The woods are lovely dark and deep, but I
have miles to go before I sleep, and prom-
ises I must keep,
Sarah Diane Crooms
"Diang"
To live without a dream is nottolive at all.
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Patricia Steele De Lucia
"Pat"
That load becomes light which is cheerfully
borne.
Barbara Diane Davis
"Diane"
Walk closely Lord. ..I have miles to go and
promises to keep.
Bonnie Springston De Negre
"Bonnie"
Cod grant me the serenity to accept the
things I cannot change, the courage to
change the things I can and the wisdom to
larow the difference.
Carol Ann Denney
"Carol"
My only boundaries are my dreams.
Andrea Smith Fleck
"Andy"
They come to us with trust and ours is the
responsibility to care.
Kathryn Jeanette Falk
"I(athy"
...to help others,...and to learnaboutpeople
and myself.
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Charlotte Dawn Hanstine
"CharIy"
What if the
small a drop
little rain should say, "as
as I can never refresh a
Sharon Marie Girouard
" Sharon"
Enthusiasm is the backbone of success-
Nothing is done finally and right. Nothing
is known, positively and completely.
Frances Patricia Hart
' 'Pat' '
The journey of a thousand
with a single step.
miles begins
Rebecca Carlene Hartwig
"Becky"
Everything has been thought of before, but
the difficulty is to think of it again.
Helen Ruth Hensen
"Helen"
Better God's service with a purposefullife;
Rather than riches which leadth to strÍfe.
God is the keeper of those trusting in him;
He giveth wisdom and patience to them.
Johannah Heikkila
" Jorie"
Smile- - -God loves you.
drooping earth, I tarry in the sky!"
r-.----
Christine Elsie Hirth
' 'Clrris' '
To know how little I can do, is
there is one greater who can do
more.
to know
so much
Melodie Ann Howk
"Mel"
To handle yourself, use yourhead,tohandle
others use your heart.
Joan Carol Jansen
"Joan"
The surest way not
to succeed.
to fail is to determine
Cynthia Sue James
"Cindy"
I will not follow where the path may lead,
but I will go where there is no path and I
will leave a trail.
Donna Jean Hoffman
"Donna"
Service to a just cause rewards the worker
with more real happiness and satisfaction,
than any other venture of life.
Victoria Martin Hosford
"Vicky"
Ignorance with love is better than wisdom
without it.
Margaret Elizabeth Johnston
"Peggy-Bear"
Never mind the world-let's not miss each
other.
Linda Elizabeth Johnson
''Linda"
Where there is hatred-let me love, Where
there is injury-pardon, Where there is
doubt-faith, where there is despair-hope,
Where there is darkness-Iight, wherethere
is sadness-joy.
Catherine Patricia Kelly
"Tara"
Dare to love in a world that has forgotten
how.
Patsy Marie Knight
"Patsy"
There is no duty we so much underrate as
the duty of being happy.
Elizabeth Frye Kutcher
,,Lí2"
Dwell on the pleasant things of your life
and rejoice in your blessings.
Sandra Louise Lambert
"Sandy"
The best and most beautiful things
cannot be seen or touched, but are
the heart.
in life
felt in
-Harriet Joann Looney
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Truth generally is kindness but where the
two diverge and collide, kindness should
override truth.
Kerry Carpenter Laws
"Kerry"
We judge ourselves by what we feel capable
of doing, while others judge us by what we
have already done.
Mary Ruth Lynn
"Mary Lynn"
Giving up the need to say I.
Ann Atkinson McGuire
"Ann"
Keep smiling, it's never that tough.
Patricia Ann McManus
"Pat"
There is no better exercise for strength-
ening the heart than reaching down and
lifting people up.
Kathleen Marie McMahon
"Kathy"
Do not worry about whether or not the sun
wiII rise; be prepared to enjoy it.
a,
IDonna Lee Mitche[
"Dcrnna"
Never look back, always look forward!
Never stand still, always move forward,
and never be sad for what is over, be gladit was yours to enjoy.
Christine Mary Organic
"Chris"
The dreamers of the day are the dangerous
men, for they may act their dream with
open eyes, to make it possible.
Mary Ada Peck
"Mary"
Happiness is a perfume
on others without getting
yourself.
you canriot pour
a few drops on
t\
Cheryl Lynn Morgan
''Cheryl"
It's not who you love or how you love, but
that you love.
Marsha Jean Phillips
"Marsha"
Kindness in words creates confidence,
Kindness in thinking creates profoundness,
Kindness in giving creates love.
Sherry Billings Ramsey
"Sherry"
To love is to place our happiness in the
happiness of another.
tLE,i
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Mary Donna Suber
"Suber"
Life does not require us to make good; it
asks only that we give our best to each new
level of experience.
Rita Stetar
"Roach"
The most covetable possession on earth,
the greatest treasure inthe entire universe,
is peace, which must be found within.
Carol Hankins Tague
' 'Carol' '
If at first you don't succeed, try, try, again.
:L-
Janice Marie West
"Jan"
Happiness isn't found in searching for it.
It comes quÍetlywhile we arehelping others.
Ann Elizabeth WeÍdemann
"Ann"
Our love should not be just words and talk;it must be true love which shows itself in
action.
t r0
Judith Ann Sweat
"Judy,,
Happiness comes of the
deeply, to enjoy simply,
to risk life, to be needed.
capacity to feel
to think freely,
a
-Judith Ann White
''Judy"
If you can't have the best of
make the best of everything
everything,
you have.
Marilyn Wade Williams
"Joyce"
To fulfill the dreams of one's youth, that is
the best than canhappentoaman. No wordly
success can take the place of that.
Constance Faye Worthington
"Coûtie"
Kindness in words creates confidence,
Kindness in thinking creates profoundness,
Kindness in giving creates love.
Karla Jean Wolf
"Karla"
Today, well lived makes every yesterday
a dream of happiness, and every tomorrow
a vision of hope.
Karen lda White
"Kargn"
For me to live is Ctrrist.
Barbara Lynette Williams
"Barb"
The road ahead is different from the high-
way just gone down and usually better.
Sara Ann Young
"Ann"
But seek ye first the kingdom of God, andhis righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you.
The Losers
What do you mean our ride has
left for Orlando already?
Busy in a "clean" room
Where else can you find
Demerol besides the pa-
tient's box?
(-\ .ò entors
Are those "Bucky Beaver GroundGrabbers,,
you have on?
The daring duo
The Impossible Dream
Is this We Care????
Miss Rabe's Rockettes
ãS enior
S up erlat ives
Most Organized
Sandy Lambert
Organization is a problem? Seemingly not
for Sandy! Can you give us some tips?
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Friendliest
Mel Howk
The greatest gift
friendship and Mel
of such giving.
in the world is that of
has been a well-spring
Most Likely To Succeed
Ctreryl Morgan
With persistance and a sense of direction,
Cheryl attacks each new situation with a
clear head and ability to accomplish just
what she sets out to do.
Most Professional
Pat McManus
The prepared, neat look of Pat's
one we admire-a look that boasts
a proud profession.
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Most Dependable
Chris Hirth
Whether a class meeting needs to be called
or a quick report needs done, Chris is al-
ways there to take on an extra job.
Best Personality
Diane Davis
Sparkling, out going, pleasant to each she
meets, Diane is always fun to have around.
Wittiest
Linda Burkhardt
One of the brighter sides of the day is
Burkhardt who always has something hys-
terical to say.
Best All Around
Mary Lyrur
Friendly, hard working, consider-
ate, and active in all activities, such
as editor of the White Cap, for Mary
no person is too small to take an
interest in and no joke too big to
tackle.
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Really great...your own four walls...and within them you
and all your worldly possessions...This is you...much to be
learned...existing on cokes and candy bars...strained music
from automated machines...clean uniforms ready to be worn,
black stripes in contrast on the white...as the sungoes down
a quiet talk with someone from the other hall, books begin to
open. . .this is time gone by. ..,yet,...time ahead.
J unior C lass
Jeanette Angel
Marty Bratzel
Bobbie Campbell
Linda Arnold
Debbie Browning
Dino Canfield
Kay Baker
Donna Buecker
Sandra Caudill
Class Sponsor- Lilìian Burrows
Officers; seated- Shannon Keating, vice-president; Debby
Doehring, president; standing- Kay Baker, secretary; Diane
James, treasurer.
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Candy Chisolm Carol Christenson Ann Codere
TI
"Let me ENTERTAIN You!"
Theresa Conley
Linda Connell
Vicki Dandridge
Deborah Doehring
Susan Fredryk
Helen Hagood
Kathy Dowling
Karen Gilham
Julie Handley
Patt Fletcher
A Christian Dior she ain't!!Toni Crotty Becky Compton
Linda Deal Donna DeVoe Jeannie Crews Irene Haupt Lynette Heslet Cindy Hunt
tr;lÍfry"
DÍane James Susan Levy
Pat Neville
"Now honey, you let us know if you feel any pain in your leg!,,
Alma Marcolini
Linda O'Leary
Deborah Perldns Jeqn Pierce Penny Porter
Diane Prescott
Cheryl Pugh
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Karen Pecldnpaugh Mimi Rhyme Deborah Sheller Arta Slusser
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"What was that Marge
Is that 20 systolic or diastolic?
I just ate a speecy spicy meatball. Thursday night plans for FridaY
Patricia Steiger Cheryl Sokes
Rebecca Spell
Shirley Stissel
Noreen Sltarr
Carol StÍlivan
!_l
Sandy VanEss
Time it was...and what a time itwas...itwas all so different
...a whole new world was opening up before us...a world of our
own...yet not entirely ours...we have been swallowed into the
pattern of OMH...Struggling to show ourworth. Laughing, crying,
\rye remember the little things..."the guiding principles and
techniques"...chicken 5 days a week...ironing our permanent
press uniforms...l0 minute limits...the "complete bedbath"...
"Look it up in the procedure book"...our feline anatomy...
"I'm going on a diet tomorrow"...endless cokes..."where is
the good A&P student?"...These are but memories...memories
of our beginning...
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SPONSOR:
Freshman Class
Miss Meta Rabe
Associate Director, School of Nursing
OFFICERS: Ellen Westberry, BettyHarrls, Karen
Rooney, Debbie Bancroft
Sharon Campbell Freddy Clark
Becky Evans Sandra Fielder Here I am to save the day!
s-
Nancy Hunt þrll Johnson Wiletta Monroe Candace Moore
Does st¡e always look this good in the morning?
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Denise Fogarty
Barbara Holder
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Surprise at three in the morning?
Llssa Jenldns
,l rl
Dee Holcombe
Rose lætslnger Joan Loefller
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Linda Gartner Sandra Martln
Llnnea Haas
Betty Odom Karen Owens Gall Patrick Brenda Sapp Pam Schoenecker
Crls Poole Jewell Porter Debbte Prlce Debbie Shields
Ann Simons
Gina Poletz Cindy Segrest
Teresa Roberts Cathy Simpson
Are THESE the "good A&P students"? Karen Rooney Katherine Smith Ct¡ristine Steln
"Who Says that the Freshman they ain't got no style?"
Gypsy Woman
Llnda Wage
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it is not
m alone.
is silènt.
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Mrs. Ruth Franz, R.N.,M.P.H.N.
Student Health Nurse
Miss Virginia Albaugh, R.N., M.Ed.
Director of Nursing
,/
t
Miss Meta Rabe, R.N.,M.A.T."
Associate Director, School of Nursing
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Mrs. Lillian Burrows, R.N.,M.p.H.Coordinator, Fundamentals of Nursing
I
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Mrs. Roberta Parker, R.N.,B.S.
Clinical Instructor
Mrs. Joan Fleitas, R.N.,B.S.
Assistant Instructor
Mrs. Virginia Ford, R.N.,
B.S.
Assistant Instructor
Mrs. Annie Bell Johnson R.N., 8.S., M.S.
Coordinator of Medical-Surgical Nursing
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Mrs. Betty Chrtstlieb,
B.S.N,
lnstructor, Nursing of Ctrildren
Mrs. Mary Willls, R.N., B.S.
Instructor, Medlcal-Swglcal Nurslng
¡l¡¡r
Mrs. Dorothy Harris, R.N., 8.S., M,M.
Instructor, Medical-Surgical Nursing
Mrs. Lucille lVeaver, R.N., B.S.N.Ed.
Instructor, Medlcal - Surglcal Nursing
Mrs. Marjorle Hess, R.N., B.S.N.
Instructor, Psychiatric Nurslng
Mrs. Bonnle Smith, R.N,, B,S.N.
Instructor, Maternlty Nurslng
Mrs. Blanche Wllson
Mrs. Zelda Peters
Mrs. Evangline @lllson
Mrs. Elizabeth Lappin
Housemothers Mrs. Mary Booslnger
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How Sweet It Is! xr
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Karen White is special to a1l who
know her. It might be her sincerity, it
might be her love for God, it might be her
leadership. Each of us see Miss Senior in
a different light. Each of us sees her as a
friend.
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e whoIt takes someone dedicated;
lmows her work is rÍght, is good.
It takes someone strong, or willing to
keep at the job when others fall away.
It takes someone concerned;one willing
to feel with those for whomshecares.
It takes someone kind; one willing to
stop, to speak, to love.
But it takes someone special; one with
that added ingredient you can't put your
finger on but you know is there because
you're glad you know that person.
Mary Lynn, Miss OMH, our special
person.
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iMiss Junior
A beautiful sensitive, creative one who
has captured our hearts throughthe sharing
of herself. IWhether it be in song or word,
her concern and interest for others, her
thoughtful ways were evident. It is a privi-
lege to have been touched by Shannon
Keating, our Miss Junior.
þ
Miss Freshman
A flurry of dark hair,
A face of sunshine.
A heart warm with smiles.
An intense energy that spills over on
All these-a part of Dee Holcombe, our
Miss Freshman.
CSTJ
"Study to show thyself approved unto God,
a workman that needth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth."
II TÍmothy 2:15
Christian Student Union seeks to dojust that! Once a week, gathering for Bible
study and Christian fellowship, CSU is
guided by Mrs. Ruth May, director, and
Mrs. Annie Bell Johnson, faculty advisor.
Through prayer and group discussions the
teachings of Christ become working truths
in everyday life.
rw
Williams, C. Denney. Standing: T. Kelly, D. perkins, C.
Morgan, D. Davis, M. Lynn, K. White.
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Officers: First Row; D. Suber, Treasurer; J. West, Second
Vice-President; D. Davis, Recording Secretary, Second Row;L. Deal, Corresponding Secretary; K. McMahon, Flrst Vice-
President; C. Morgan, President; C. Licktetg, Chaplain.
Student Council Sponsor- Mary Willis
Srudent Council
...Motioning ...objecting...seconding 
...
passing ... vetoing ...all inS0minutes work.
Changing ...staying the same ...adding ...
subtracting ...progress.
M. Chadwick, K. Taylor, A. Slusser, K. Wolf, C. Lickteig,
Standing: S. Keating, D. Holcombe, D. Doehring, C. Morgan,
D. Davis, M. Lynn.
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Dionysios Souflas, our foster child, is sponsored by
Student Corincil and written to monthly by a chosen
representative. He is the dark haired boy in the center.
\
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Itlhtte Cap Sponsor, Betty Christlieb
White Cap
Boy-its really been great-we think so
...working together...fightÍng deadlines...
making our contribution in a book...a pause
in time...our creation...our remembrances,
our friends, our places.
Our Editor, Mary Lynn
A couple of chairwomen
w
,L,
"Anybody got any ldeas?"
"Doesn't that annual put on great spaghetti dlnners!"
Momma Mia, this can't be cafeteria spaghetti!
One for you and one for.....
Þ'-
Seated: B. Compton, E. Westberry, D. Cannon, S. Amey,
D. Doehring, K. Falk, D. Schuler. Second row: M. Lynn,
L. Arnold, L. Mills, C. Sullivan, L. Burkhardt, L. Deal,
P. Neville, C. Hirth, S. Lambert, P. Johnston. Third row:
C. Morgan, R. Starr, D. Shields, D. Holcombe, D. James,
J. West, R. Stetar, K. McMahon.
ï8r
...pledge allegiance
Here at OA,IH we. . .
...are good operators
:;:::::::lil:¡i; i I ll
Are there any "K's"?
"See any electrolytes?"
One hundred bib cards due all at once!
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"All aboard"
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*^) "Ya'll come in on cue- - -Please!"
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Seniors won, as usual
,..cheer B.I.D.
k
...sing for our supper
"Where's everybody?"
ç5
...are very health conscious
...eternally check the bt¡lletin board
Once a day does it! Our Mascots
Remember . .. .
"'rr,npç"ffi& 
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Hey Mary Lynn, what's your last name?
Hey Joe, can I borrow your bike?
Just a little more positive pressure will do it!
lr
brave.
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ry ...the days of wine and roses
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....what we'd do to get a drink..
Wataya mean keep it down? It's only l1:55.
It's so hard to decide what to
wear each morning.
Mattie- our special friend.
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Administration
Mr. Hal J. Huckel, Board of Governors
Mr. J. W. Quinn
Director
Mr. Garth Walker
Director
Mr. Sam Jones
Controller
70
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Mr. John Gregg
Assistant Director
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Dr. Ruas,
Medic
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Dr. Herran and J. Marol confer with Dr.
Bleakney.
Dr. F. Cary Director
Dr. De Los Santos
Drs. Johnson and Pilon
Dr. Tewari, Dr. Lobley
Dr. Bourguignon
De Los Santos
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Dr. J.
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Drs. Masson, Young and Rackey
Dr. JarrettDr. Ravelo
Dr. Benoit and Dr. Campbell show the result of a tired day
Anesthesiology
L. C. Nickell-Chief
H. M. Ausherman
J. D. Bozeman
W. S. Bradford
P. A. Brooks
J. H. CoIe
F. M. Coy
S. P. Culpepper
J. J. Kennedy
C. L. Lippoldt
F. B. McKechnie
G. G. Miles
C. C. Stanford
B. W. Wing
Dentistry
W. T. Ewing, Jr. Chief
McC. F. Barnes
W. Mcl. Davis
A. R. Erlacher
T. E. Gordon
T. P. Hand
C. F. Huhn
G. L. Kiester
H. K. LeQuear
C. H. Prince
C. H. Sharp
H. McF. Taylor
M. E. Wahnish
E.E.N.T.
J. H. Webb, Jr.-Chief
W. Z. Bridges
C. M. Callis
W. H. Ferguson
B. Glaser
P. L. Goethals
D. Guber
G. T. Gwathney
R. F. Holloway
J. F. Holly, Jr.
R. P. LaRue
C. S. Mclemore
G, B. Magruder
O. E. Olsen
R. Serros
H. J. Shaner
J. A. Stokes
F. M. Wattles
S. N. Willner
General Practice
T. B. Thames-Chief
J. L. Akerman
J. P. Boudet
W. J. CarroII
B. M. Cole
H. W. Collins
N. F. Coulter
G. H. Culpepper, Jr.
K. F. Dutt
G. W. Edwards
L. P. Foster
C. W. Fowler
G. A. Grant
R. A. Gay
C. C. Grant
C. C. Hall
K. L. Hanson
J. R. Hood
A. C. Kirk
H. S. Knowles
A. R. Kovats
B. M. Kovats
C. R. Lobley
T. D. McBride
Ian MacDonald
W. B. Matthews
M. G. Mayo
H. R. Mendez
lnterne
H. C, Campbell
C. F. Cordoba
P. H. Gamig
M. J. Frenandez
O. Jurgescu
J. M. Marmol
A. E. Sampson
G. Swarez
S. M. VanOre
D. Westmoreland
T. S. Young
Residents
Medicine
A. Carmona-Chief
R. Acosta
E. M. Delos Santos
C. R. Lobley
A. Narcis
S. N. Tewari
Surgery
D. L. Arey-Chief
A. Dieguez
R. J. Ackerbaum
G. C. Castellano
J. D. Clemente
R. W. Fausel
R. C. Howard
N. N. Khouzam
C. Martinez
H. C. Orizondo
J. E. Ravelo
D. D. Spector
C. A. Wilkens
OB.GYN
E. G. Marmol-Chief
A. J. Herran
H. M. Masson
M. Yelazguez
Orthopedics
J. C. Johnson-Chief
N. S. Setasuban-Chief
R. L. Benoit
V. B. Billotta
R. L. Bourguignon
W. S. Cox
D. L. Jarrett
J. T. Kim
J. E. Pilon
E. A. Tobias
Pediatrics
D. G. Alvarez-Chief
J. Delos Santos
Plastic Surgery
J. L. Baker-Chief
R. F. Carver
Urology
H. F. Castro-Chief
J. M. Wills-Chief
S. Akbari
F. M. Burgos
K. C. Pahk
E. E. Ruas
Pathology
M. R. Reyes-Chief
H. A. Bodiford
M. W. Clark
L. A. Ginnebaugh
T. Horna
V. M. Lopez
S. Ruas
Dr. Russell Douglas
Medical Sr aÍ"f
L. C. Murray J. R. Jones, Jr. i. G. Bconoma.,
C. R. Nobel R. P. Martinez C. L. Fausnaugh
C. E. Noyes, Jr. W. S. Mitchell, Jr. H. H. Ferran
E. E. O,Neat F. M. Parrish ry. O. Fowler
H. Rein L. E. Pohlman F. R. Hellinger
G. P, Shank, Jr. J. Porter, Jr. A. L. Heydrlch
N. J. Small J. R. Rozier L. J. Haásis
J. R. Smith T. I. Scott D. y. Hicks
S. C. Stephens, Jr. J. E. Startzman T. F. Hoff
A. S. Stevenson H. C. Stone W. E. Hoffmeister
C. R. Stewart R. L. Thomas, Jr. J. C. Howarth
E. W. Stoner R. L. Toole E. W. Johnson
H. R. Torrance R. O. VanDyke, Jr. M. J. Johnson
J. P. Ward J. V. Werba H. W. Johnston
B. S. Webster J. J. Williams L. H. Kingsburry
R. M. Wilson E. R. KogãrMedicine D. McEwãn
M. Levy-Chief Pathology J. A. Mcleod
J. R. Arnold B. C. Willard, Jr. T. W. McNeill
A. W. Anderson C. C. Carleton A. Massaro
M. D. Batlard W. A. Deruick 4. P. Maybarduck
W. L. Belding T. H. Hegert W. S. Mitchelt, Sr.
W. H. Boardman J. G. Jones J. D. Moody
F. C. Bone D. F. Lloyd E. G. Norris
R. A. Broome, Jr. L. C. NunnallyT. R. Collins Orthopedics D. A. OhlwileiJ. R. Cook J. G. Matthews-Acting J. E. O,MalleyT. C. Dickinson Chief H. p. Raymond Jr.
R. H. Dippy N. M. Baker D. G. Robertson
E. Evans L. p. Bardy A. Ruiz
J. J. Fadem A. T. Carducci p. H. ShermanJ. H. Folsom C. L. Croft D. S. Smith
D. J. Fraser E. L. Farrar R. B. Trumbo
O. W. Freeman R. C. Field D. C. Turnipseed
D. F. Hardy J. C. Flynn F. rvVallsJ. L. Hundley R. E. Gilmer R. E. Zellner
A. K. Holcomb E. L. Jewett
R. E. Hwst N. C. McCollough psychiatry
R. S. Jewett B. McConnell, Jr. S. p. Bernstein-Chief
W. H. Kelley J. B. Mattison R. M. BackusJ. J. Kennedy R. Miller J. L. Baker
W. A. Killinger J. J. Nixon R. E. BlakeyL. L. Kline J. F. Richards A. M. Blood
S. D. Klotz J. N. Spivey G. S. Franklin
J. J. McAndrew F. D. Stanford J. D. Gifford
W. W. McCurdy T. A. Stanford E. N. Gutman
R. K. Moeller E. B. Thompson R. G. Kirkland
P. L. Moon J. B. Urrichio E. E. Meares
A. J. Moore W. R. Willis R. E. phillips
G. A. Neder, Jr. R. W. Young R. Shippen
J. O. Partain J. L. Wllder
B. T. Prince Pediatrics
R. W. Ramsey E. B. Ingle-Chief Radiology
E. C. Roll B. L. Abberger, Jr. R. W. Curry-Chief
J. F. Schaber D. R. Cagle A. S. Calabrese
J. S. Scott G. W. Griffin C. W. George
J. G. Seltzer E. E. Hitchcock P. C. Harding
P. F. Simensky A. Jones R. L. Stevens
J. L. Stecher C. Leitheuser
W. D. Steward G. B. McGruder Urology
C. M. Thompson J. D. McKey M. W. Thomley-Chief
M. Tresser C. C. Maguire J. L. Campbell
T. W. Williamson R. E. Medlock, Jr. J. D. Chambers
V. Vacha E. Ross W. R. Daniel
A. M. Ziffer A. W. Townes T. H. Frazier
A. J. Vacek J. B. GlantonOB-GYN G. H. Walker C. A. Murray
R. M. Bleakney-Chief R. L. parsons
T. A. Beckner Surgery F. J. pyleC. Brunoehler D. i. Weeks-Chief J. Schoeck
W. B, Cheslock J. C. Blalock, Jr. A. F. Turner, Jr.C. J. Collins A. L. BookhardtT. D. Cook T. C. BurtA. E. Corey G. S. Callahan, Jr.
D. C. Dean J. W. Castleberry
w Godbold r. L. cordin House Staff
Q. L. Green J. M. Cox
H. B. Goodrich p. F. DavidP. F. Haribarne D. J. Davis Director of MedicalC. D. Hoffman R. V. Douglas Education
R. T. Hoover W. M. Douglas Freeman Cary
Dr. Truit Frazier
Dr. Frank Norris
Dr. Nunnally, Dr. Kennedy
Dr. Robert Trumbo
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Dr. Harry Raymond
Dr. David Hicks
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Dr. John Startzman
I
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Dr. Melvin Johnson
Dr. R. M. lVilson
Dr. Richards
Dr. Quinton Green
Dr. William O'Malley
NLA-'¡ilfu.
Dr. Don Robertson
Dr. Ted Hoff
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Dr. Donald Weeks
Dr. E. R. Koger
Dr. Tom Cook
Dr. Rex Bleakney
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Dr. John Michaels
Dr. W. McCurdy
Dr. Herbert Collins
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Dr. Donald Davis
Dr. John Cox
Åt*
Dr. Meares
Dr. R. E. Medlock, Jr.
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Dr. Gordon Keister
Dr. Leroy Oetjen
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Dr. J. G. Matthews
Dr. Joseph Flynn
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Dr. Russel Willis
Dr. G. Walker
Dr. William Bradford
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hrursing S ervice
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Miss Virginia Albaugh
Director of Nursing
Mrs. Nina Price
Associate Director, Nursing
Service
Coordinators
Mrs. Theresa Walton
Mrs. K. Bohannon
Supervisor
Central Supply
Mrs. Helen King
Assistant Director, Nursing Service
h
Mrs. Margie Duchano
Inservice Instructor
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Mrs. Virginia Wade
Assistant Director
Operating Room
Mrs. Dorothy Muszynski
Miss Carol Thornhill
Assistant Director
Inservice Education
Mrs. Leah Schulte Mrs. Mary Berlureau
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Mrs. Elizabeth
Vandenboom
Miss Shirley LaFrance
Inservice Instructor
)- ,Ímf '''
Mrs. Polly Wojciak
Mrs. Mary Fritz
Head hturses
Mrs. Martha Morris
ICU
Mrs. Barbara Janner
ER
Mrs. Joanne lilheeler
i¡¡¿¡;
Mrs. Dorthea Ryan
3Eç
ú
Mrs. Paula Myers
3C
Mrs. Sara AtHnson
5C
'.:
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Mrs. Mary Lou Jones
PediatricsMrs. Fleda Griffin
Mrs. Jean Hoechst
4C
Not Pictured
Miss Pat Scoggins OB
Mrs. Irene Nelson Nursery
Mrs. Susie Espinoza Labor and
Delivery
Mrs. Jewel Stowell
8A Mrs. Vivian Smith
5E
Mrs. Maxine Adkins
7A
Mrs. Hazel Hull
5N
Mrs. Eva Hopper
8C
Mrs. Mary Seybold
2A
Mrs. Winnifred McCranie
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Orthopedic Room
Hospital S ervices
Medical Records
**rffi*;
Hospital Auxiliary
The real purpose of our existence is not to make a living,
but to make a life- a worthy, well-rounded, useful life...The
world is moved not only by the mighty shoves of the heroes,
but also by the aggregate of the tiny pushes of each honest
worker.
And it is these workers which constitute the nucleus of
OMH. You see their equipment, but without themany employees,
the equipment would be unused andthousandsofservices undone.
Admitting
Central Supply
X-Ray
Physical Therapy
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Pharmacy
Emergency Department
Housekeeping
Anesthesia
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l¡rhalation Therapy
Laboratory
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foryou!
(You deserve itfor making us Number 1)
We can do
more for you!
ORIANDOS SIX IIRST NATIONAT BANKS
Downlown / College Park / South Orlando / Pine H¡lls / Colon¡al Pl¡za / Centr¡l P¡rk
Membeis first ¡l Orlando Co.porat¡on
t-
20% OFF TO NURSING STUDENTS
WITH IDENTIFICATION
çI
'NTryt
OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS
PH. 422-7L43
1219 SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE
LOCATED L/z BLK NORTH OF
ORANGE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SCOTT'S SHOES
LeROY'S ROCK SHOP
26 Colonial Plaza 118 N. Orange
Orlando, Florida 32803
We solicit participation in evening, or weekend
projects.
Rt. 1, Box 71-A Winter Garden
"Two Locations To Serve You Better"
Red Cross Professional Shoes
Best Wishes, Seniors!
Florida rocks and minerals
Handmade jewelry plastics
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g/ornøb
Gar?,t
1024 S. ORANG E AVE
442-7913
424-4722
Hestcr Yarbrough, Owner
Hang in tltere
BEÃST
BEEF@
1718 S.ORANGE AVE
From the Jreshman class oÍ 1973
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Unexcelled service
and facilities to
merit your confidence
Eorcg lF¡onb
fgbopet
FRANKLIN-COIE
FUNERAT DIRECTORS
425-6641 . 32-36 WEST PINE
e*a,.4&d¡#&,åj$."+4L¿,,r" .
@ounfty
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LADIES' APPAREL
138 r. tro{tGAI AV:Í{U[ 29t8 (omtilr Dntyr
0RtÁ1t00, floRtDA
84r-1920 422-6512
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It'sthe real thing.
Coke.
Trade.mark@
MEDICAL ARTS IVEY'S Corner of Gore & Orange
43 W.Columbia Congratulations To The Class Of lgTl
eaatnaft¿af¿a,rl b
fl¿ ,*aízdfùq c/44¿( Oaarqz Trleni,údl Øaoøfall
CENTRAL FLOR¡DA
BTOOD BANKS
E ustis
Rockledge
Sanford
Titusville
Winter Park
Coordinating Office
1300 S. Kuhl Avenue
Orlando
TRIPPLER CLEANERS
LAUNDRY SERVICE
PHONE GA. 2.5765
1721 SO. ORANGE AVE. ORLANDO, FLA.
fufutotp
LOIDGE
ì10ft t-EfflCltll CT tPtRTltl EIIIS
DAY-WEEK-MONTH
27 W. COLUMBIA ST.
ORLANDO, FLA. 32806
PHONE 425-7552
TOIIfi'S
PIZZA
647-9r19
1844 E. WIXIER PATK RD,
423-9136
2503 S. ORANGT av.
5lt5
Cerler, W¡ñtor Pork
Compliments 
"f
THE ORANGE MEMORIAT
HOSPITAT ATUTINAE
I
Ivey's of Orlando-Winter Park 
I
Quality I
Fashion IVEf,,S 
I
rWide
Assorrment" 
lle,^,^?ffi^*ffiIAnd
courteous service llu 
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since'18e4 lffiffi lIvey's Department Stores l'--- r L- +'I S Orange Av 424-85LI I
Winter Park Mall 644-8511 I
coþlure
t/nse mms
yulwis/t ro rarntrniar
Color candids by our skilled
photographers let you keep and
share those once-in-your-lifetime
events. The Studio offers professional
photographers who are expelt at capturing in color
all the moments that make your day come alive in pictures.
Call The Studio and tellthem theday you want to remember.
With an order of 15 color Pictures,
The Studio will give you a free photo album.
633
A DIVISION OF SENTINEL STAR COMPANY
NORTH ORANGE AVENUE . ORLANDO, FLORIDA.32AO2
TELEPHONF- 423-441 1 EXT. 222 or 223
Slpppirrsfor
BEVERLY'S PHARMACY &feat
FREE
DELIVERY
Reliable Prescription
Service For Over
25 Years
592 W Church
S ervic e
F
S
19
I
Øtne/26ru;*
I"UCY JONES E DOROTHY SAUNDERS-Owners
Locqted 3 Elocks South ol Oronge Meñor¡ol Hosp¡tol
& GREATIR ORLANDO
ffi ::ål','ff iJ:ïå:;1,¿.,i,,,",,t-å-eir*,,*o[@l
@ 'P¡n¡¡aN€Nr ARjSr
CQMMERCIAL ÂCCOUN¡S WELCOMED
,,WE WIRE FLOWERS"
15
1734 3. OnINGE AV.
HERNDON AMBULANCE
SERVICE
Anytime 
- 
Anywhere
535 North Ferncreek
Orlando, Florida
Phone B4I-725I
Choice Western Meats
Plus
Everyday Low Prices
The Impossible Dream
To dream the impossible dream,
To fight the unbeatable foe,
To bear with unbearable sorrow,
To run where the brave dare not go.
To right the unrightable wrong,
To love, pure and chaste, from afar,
To try when your arms are too weary,
To reach the unreachable star!
This is my quest, to follow that star,
No matter how hopeless, no matter how far,
To fight for the right without question or pause,
To be willing to march into hell for a heavenly cause!
And I know, if I'll only be true to this glorious quest,
4o-tßozn"
Juotza[ 4on,
2 EAST GORE AVENUE
ORLANDO. FLORIDA
JAMES T. HAWTHORNE
FUNERAL OIRECTOR
PHONE GA 5.2589
That my heart will lie peaceful and calm when I'm laid to my rest.
And the world will be better for this,
That one man, scorned and covered with scars,
Still strove, with his last ounce of courage,
ì
To reach the unreachable star!
Dedicated to the class of.'7r from the still striving class of.'72.
--
Congratulations to our graduating
class from Student Council and
Association.
With what do you concern yourself, young girl
With what do you concern yourself, young girl
With the need for comfort in so many eyes
And the pale of the moon in the midnight skies
The birth of a man and the death he dies
And love -
And love -
TeII me why are you crying now, young girl
Tell me why are you crying now, young girl
I cry for the pain of a heart that's torn
And the tears of a woman when her child is born
The song of the lark in the early morn
And love -
And love -
TelI me what are you living for, young girl
TelI me what are you looking for, young girl
To bring a smile to my fellow man
For the Lord who leads me by the hand
For joy after sorrow
And a golden tomorrow
And love-
And love-
And love-
(Shannon Keating)
Noohworth
350 East Michigan Ave
Phone 424-092L
Tt
380 EAST MICHIGAN AVE. SOUTHSIDE CENTER
BEST WISHES
TO THE
PRETTIES? NURSES
IN FLORIDA DIAMONDS, JEWELRY,
WATCHES, PENS,
AWARDS, ETC.
FINEST REPAIR &
ENG RAVING SERVICES
t5 w. P|NE ST.
ORLANDO. FLORIDA
PHONE GA.3.2674
THE BREMER
BRACE CO.
Congratulations to Our Future Nurses
ANDERSON SURGICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY
1818 N. Orange Avenue
Orlando,Florida Phone 241-gSB9
From the class of lg7l.
Empathy
Some say "Love"
I say more,
The soft touch of a cool hand
On the fevered body
of failing life
Much life the wisp
Of a sea breeze
On a hot summer's night,
Words quietly spoken
To a tortured heart
Confined by fear
Understood by hope in white,
The light of life
Taken from death's cloud
By the glint of a caring eye
Or a fallen tear,
The unlovable being loved,
I say "Empathy"
The soul of a nurse
God's greatest gift
Through the days and nights
Of man.
(Burrows Younkin)
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Dedication
j' 
,,tMany of youEepresent what we would
somed4y like to bÇ. You as nurses, receive
little credit for .Jiving to us your experi -
ence, knowledgef help, and understanding
each day of our;training. We wor¡ld like to
student nurses areoneofthenicestthingsthat can happen to a hospital.
They come in all sizes, shapes, uniforms, and caps. They show up
everywhere- -in wards, in utility rooms, at chart desks and in classrooms.
Doctors yell at them; head nurses criticize them; interns tolerate them;
residents overlook them; mothers worry about them--and patients love
them.
A student nurse is courage under a cap, ambition in a crisply starched
uniform, energy in person. she's a dedicated heart, a cheerful smile, a
comforting voice.
A student nurse likes days off, mealtime, boys, pediatrics, certain
doctors, pretty clothes, and yes, her nursing school. She doesn,t care
much for alarm clocks, makÍng beds, or walking long halls.
A student nurse is a wonderful person. No one else gets so muchpleasure from adjusting a bed or fluffing a piltow. No one else gets such
satisfaction from changing a bandage or holding a cool drink to dry lips.
You can criticize her, but you can not dishearten her. you can hurther feelings, but you can not make her quit. Her hours are long; her
studies are difficult, but she is a hardworking young woman, full of de-termination. And she looks forward to that wonderful day when she canproudly say- -"f'm a nurse!"
anon.
dedicate this 1971 lVhite Cap to you, the
OMF.I' nursing staff, as special thanks for
all the things we feel but find hard to say. Uarceline, Mo.. U.S.A
lVe have reached the beginning of the end. We have tried to
capture time. But time has died and slipped from us. We are
left with only memories, memories of OMH. $
have all marched forward together, linked
Suddenly our three years are over and we
MARY LYNN EDITOR 1971
ßn
The arrival of this nineteen seventy-one White Cap marks
the close of another year here at Orange Memorial , for we
seniors, our last. Friendly faces and long studyand class hours,
are what we leave behind as we learn to stand on our own and
face the world. Now's the end of the actual student experience
here, but the memories are great. At this same time is a grand
new beginning in a world which needs and demands us. We are
ready to serve.
The time has come for us-- No longer canwe sit back and
ridicule; No longer can we be indifferent. There is another
generation behind us. It is up to us to make meaning out of this
world.
We as students,
by a common goal.
are left alone.
All is left quiet.
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